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Editorial

Global pet market on the  
move with new developments  
and directions!
Millennials now make up the majority 

of consumers. This means that as pet 

professionals we will have to adapt our 

strategies to understand and get closer to 

this new type of consumer. But what is so 

different about millennials?

The millennial is THE pet parent and 

redefines the traditional definition of pet 

owner, which the industry has become 

accustomed to. Millennials treat their 

pets as part of the family, in all aspects 

of their day-to-day life. What does this 

mean for products and services?

As humans continue to refine their 

personal diet, their pets are getting meal 

upgrades too. However, with the growing 

human population and the decline of 

traditional resources, can the pet food 

industry adapt to all the new wants with a 

limited capacity of traditional proteins?

One important alternative protein 

source which is being heavily invested in 

is insects. In this issue you can gain an 

understanding about the future of the 

insect farming industry and the big names 

in Europe that are making onlookers chirp 

with excitement.

Furthermore, we are examining the global 

pet market as a whole. What are the 

main purchasing trends? Where can we 

see growth? What trends in the fashion 

industry can be translated into the pet 

market?

Anyhow, a lot to discover, examine and to 

think about!

Corine van Winden, CEO

@GlobalPETSinfo  GlobalPETS Community
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Pet industry highlights

SuperZoo  
20 - 22 August 2019  

Mandalay Bay

Las Vegas, United States

 superzoo.org

Pet Fair Asia 2019
21 - 25 August 2019

Shanghai New International Expo Center

Shanghai, China

 petfairasia.com

Interact with us and find news
  info@globalpets.community

 @GlobalPETSinfo

 globalpets.community

  GlobalPETS Community

Correspondence may be edited for clarity or length.

Nestlé Purina announces partnership  
with IVC Group

Nestlé has announced that its pet food brand Purina has 

entered into a partnership with Europe’s Independent 

Vetcare Group International (IVC Group).

Chewy to invest $55 million in new 
distribution centre

Online pet supply retailer Chewy (owned by PetSmart Inc.) 

will build a massive €49 million ($55 million) 700,000 square-

foot (65,000m2) fulfilment centre, on 88,5 acres, in Rowan 

County, North Carolina (US). Expected to employ 1,200 

people within the next five years, VP Pete Krilles exclaims 

that: “In addition to job creation, our new fulfilment centre 

will enhance our delivery network across the south-

eastern United States, allowing us to better service Chewy 

customers with even faster delivery times.” Chewy currently 

has dual headquarters in Dania Beach, Florida, and Boston, 

Massachusetts. The new fulfilment centre will be the 9th in 

addition to the current 8 others spread across Florida, Texas, 

Nevada, Pennsylvania and Indiana.

IKEA redesigned pet product category

IKEA has partnered with top designer Inma Bermúdez to 

launch their first pet collection called Lurvig, the Swedish 

word for hairy, of course. Designed in cooperation with 

trained veterinarians the collection includes indoor and 

outdoor products, focussed on cats and dogs, that cover all 

aspects of the shared life. 

For a product overview, view the link: bit.ly/2ZAwFQX

EU bans single-use plastics

Products using single-use plastic, such as straws, utensils, 

and even cotton swabs will be banned in the European 

Union by 2021. The European Parliament voted in favour 

of banning ten single-use plastics including products like 

plates, balloon sticks, food and beverage containers made 

of expanded polystyrene and all products made of oxo-

degradable plastic.

EU countries have the freedom to use their own methods 

to reduce the use of additional single-use plastics such 

as takeout containers and cups. Countries will also be 

responsible for collecting and recycling at least 90% of 

beverage bottles by 2029.

Source: PMLA
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Pet industry highlights

Mars Petcare  
appoints new CFO

Paulo de Castro has been selected as 

Mars Petcare’s next Chief Financial 

Officer, beginning June 2019. After 

working for Grand Vision (optical 

retailer) and Unilever in a plethora 

of financial roles, De Castro will 

bring knowledge and experience 

about the consumer goods and services market to his new 

CFO role within Mars Petcare.

Jumia, the online platform for the African 
market

Nigerian e-commerce retailer Jumia, also known as the 

‘Amazon’ of Africa, is rapidly expanding. Servicing more 

than four million active Jumia customers in 14 countries, 

with the majority of transactions occurring in Egypt, 

Kenya, Ivory Coast and Morocco, this thriving company 

now employs 5,000. It will be expanding more with the 

support of investments. Major beverage conglomerate 

Pernod Ricard paid €75 million ($84 million) for a 5.1% 

stake and MasterCard invested €50 million ($56 million) 

before the recent IPO offering this month. This African 

unicorn has a far way to go as they have yet to gain 

profit, but with the growing trust from Africans to use 

e-commerce, there is huge potential for another retail 

option for the African pet industry. 

For a product overview, view the link: bit.ly/2L1A6wv 

Aker BioMarine strengthens 
its animal nutrition 
products team

Tonje Elisabeth Dominguez, 

formerly from Orkla Health & Hills 

Pet Nutrition, has been named as 

Aker BioMarine’s new Director 

of Speciality Animal Nutrition 

Products, a division that is also 

responsible for the pet nutrition.

PetSmart appoints  
Stacia Andersen as EVP

Stacia Andersen has been appointed 

as the Pet Smart Executive Vice 

President of Merchandising and 

Customer Experience.  

 

Coming to the team from 

Abercrombie & Fitch (clothing 

retailer) and Target, Stacia is a retail maven with a 

proven track record in omni-channel implementation. 

Andersen will report to J.K. Symancyk, PetSmart’s 

president and chief executive officer. She will oversee 

all functions of merchandising and marketing, including 

but not limited to buying, sourcing, proprietary brand 

management, customer relationship management, 

loyalty programs, and the brand’s overall creative and 

digital strategy. 

Overall, the PetSmart sentiment about the exciting new 

hire is best said by CEO J.K. Symancyk: “We continue to 

focus on putting the customer at the centre of everything 

we do, and we are confident that Stacia is the right leader 

to strengthen our customer-facing strategy and maximise 

our merchandising and marketing functions.”

ZZF appointed new 
Secretary General

ZZF, the German pet trade and 

industry association, has recently 

appointed Dr. Michael Stehr as 

Secretary General. ZZF is linked to 

the WZF, the owner of Interzoo. 

Previously the managing director 

of the Professional Association of 

Child and Youth Doctors, Stehr brings a strong background 

in advocating for associations. As a well-established 

lawyer he has been known to connect and represent his 

prior association to government agencies, professional 

organisations, and privatised companies (i.e.: insurance). 

He also gave legal counsel to members with questions 

concerning the practice of the medical profession and the 

operation of the doctor’s office.
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GlobalPETS Forum Asia

GlobalPETS Forum Asia
19 November 2019 Shanghai, China

Global trade is in transition. With uncertainty about the development of 

the current trade environment, GlobalPETS Forum Asia is the perfect place 

to network with professionals and industry experts from all over the world.

Theme: Global Pet Business
GlobalPETS Forum Asia’s 5th edition, themed Global 

Pet Business, will address new rules and regulations 

and what to expect in the immediate future. The 

focus will be on American and Chinese markets as 

well as on tips and tricks on how to expand into Asia, 

with an emphasis on the new sourcing countries 

India and Cambodia. Tactics and lessons are then 

reinforced through case studies that showcase the 

success of brands breaking into these new markets.

• Date: 22 November 2019

• Time: 13:00 – 18:00

• Visit 1: Bluebone (Gubei store)

• Visit 2: 24h dog hospital

• Visit 3: Pet Keeper (Kaixuan store)

• Visit 4: Petin (Carrefour store)

Book your tickets now via:  

globalpets.community/gpfa-form and make sure 

you are one of the 150 top level pet professionals 

attending the GlobalPETS Forum Asia in Shanghai. 

Combine your attendance with the CIPS and Pet 

Retail Tour (ticket included for GPFA attendees).

Pet Retail Tour (included with GlobalPETS Forum Asia ticket)
Explore the Shanghai pet market. Visit brick and mortar businesses who have successfully acquired an omni-

market position in Asia. This is an exciting opportunity to explore the Chinese pet market in the field and give 

yourself the customer experience the Chinese are accustomed to. Space is limited, and reservations are made on 

a first-come first-served basis. Details of the tour:
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GlobalPETS Forum Asia

World class speakers
Kayta Witham –  
Global Food & Drink Analyst at 
Mintel – Germany
Kayta knows what is trending in  

Fast Moving Consumer Goods 

categories (FMCG). At Mintel she helps leading 

multinationals providing strategic recommendations 

using market intelligence. Kayta will share valuable 

insights on the changing pet food industry. Join Kayta 

as she takes you through ‘The future of pet food in 

Western Europe: Trends to watch.’

Jacinthe Moreau –  
President World Pet Association 
(WPA) – United States
As president of the WPA (producer 

of SuperZoo) Jacinthe uses her 

experience and enthusiasm to bring the pet world 

together. She has an extensive track record in the 

animal health industry where she led marketing 

consultants in order to help veterinary hospitals 

across the US in becoming more successful. Get all 

insights on the US pet industry as Jacinthe guides you 

through an in-depth presentation.  

Tianyang Fan – General manager 
JD.com – China
As general manager at JD.com, a 

leading technology driven retail 

giant and a Fortune Global 500 

company, Tianyang Fan will go into the latest 

developments on the Chinese market. What are the 

do’s and don’ts for doing business in China? And more 

importantly, what will the changing retail landscape 

mean for global business? 

Sonya Kosta di Nova – CEO 
Transcon Trading Co., Inc. – 
United States
Sonya runs a successful company 

with a presence in about 100 

countries worldwide. The company is specialised 

in helping US pet industry manufacturers enter 

international markets by providing full services on 

import/export, financing, marketing and much more. 

Sonya introduces you to the world of successful 

international business. 

Thorben Wöltjen –  
Director Oaklins – Germany
As a global Petcare Specialist at 

Oaklins, a global M&A advisory firm, 

Thorben advises numerous European 

as well as global pet companies. On a daily basis he 

works with investors from all over the world and he 

will show you why the pet industry currently is an 

interesting place for investors. 

For a full overview of the programme go to: 

globalpets.community/forums
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The pets 
as kids 
revolution

There are more pet parents than 

ever before! But what is a pet 

parent? Who are they? What is 

important to them and how can the 

pet industry meet their needs?
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  see next page

What is a pet parent?
To illustrate what a pet parent is, it might be 

interesting to first have a look at what a pet owner is. 

Pet owners own a pet, they love their pet, but at the 

end of the day, it is just a pet. 

This as opposed to pet parents. Across the globe, pet 

ownership is being redefined, as pets are increasingly 

becoming part of the family and are included in all 

aspects of day-to-day life. 

A pet parent is a pet owner who sees their pet as an 

actual person, as a real child. They care like a loving 

Mom or Dad and give their fur baby the very best. 

Consumers who are identified as pet parents are 

likely to spend more, because a pet being part of the 

family calls for high quality pet care. 

Who are these pet parents?
Pet parents were born between 1980 and 2000 and 

grew up during the digital revolution. Most of them 

belong to the generation called millennials. A few 

facts:

• 25% of the world population are millennials

• millennials are now the largest segment of pet 

owners (APPA)

• 44% of millennials see their pets as starter 

children (Gale).

This all means that a ‘pets as kids revolution’ is going 

on. Why do millennials prefer pets to children? The 

main reason: pets are less expensive and do not 

impose as much on their freedom as children.

What is important?
Since pet parents regard their pets as children, 

they want what is best for them. For example: 

healthy and delicious food, fresh, organic, natural 

supplements, limited-ingredient diets, premium and 

culinary experiences. 

They are willing to spend more in order to meet 

their pets’ needs. This means quality wins over price. 

But what is also important to them is sustainability. 

They want information on the product’s background: 

What kind of ingredients or materials are used? 

Where does it come from? Where was the product 

made and by whom?



 a New brand of MP Bergamo

TRY THIS LINE LIKE PERLA AND PINO 

Why continue to create new plastic 
when we can use the one we already have?

ECO LINE PET PRODUCTS, 
an innovative line with a 100% plastic recycled

100%
MaterialRecycled

Made in Italy

You can make 
the difference

We believe 
in it 

MP Bergamo srl - Via Passerera 2/C 24060 Chiuduno (BG) Italy 
+39 035 83 61 301 - www.mpbergamo.com
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“Instagram is all about eye candy  
and therefore a good medium to promote 

and sell products.”
What is modern pet ownership?
Besides caring like a loving Mom or Dad, pet parents 

want to spend much time with their pets. Bonding is 

super important, and they involve their pets as much 

as possible in their daily lives. They work part time 

or partly from home. According to Mintel’s global 

trends, 45% of American pet owners are bringing 

their pets to work or would like to do so. 

When the pets are home alone, pet parents can 

watch and interact with them via a camera, like the 

Furbo camera, or use services such as dog walkers 

and pet sitters. In their free time they go to the 

forest, park, beach, a bar or a restaurant to socialise 

or have a good time with friends, who are often 

pet parents too. Sports or yoga? They try to do it 

together with their pet. 

What are trends among these parents?
Many humanisation trends are seen in accessories. 

Haute Diggity Dog is a good example. The company 

designed dog toys like the Chewy Vuitton bone, 

Starbarks coffee cup and the Kennel One vodka. 

P.L.A.Y. designed a whole American classic range of 

snacks dog toys. 

Cool cats have Meowijuana! An organic catnip that 

is stuffed in joints. These are the things that pet 

parents like. Besides looking super cute and fun, 

these products are Instagrammable, which is really 

important to pet parents, because their fur babies 

have to keep their social media account up to date. 

There is even an app specially made for pets where 

they can interact with other pets. It is called Petzbe 

and is really clear about one thing: no humans 

allowed.

How can the industry supply pet parents 
and their pets?
Millennials are the digital generation, so most pet 

parents shop online. Today Instagram shopping 

is very popular: buying by clicking on the product 

tag in the picture. Instagram is all about eye candy 

and therefore a good medium to promote and sell 

products. 

Be sure to understand the pet parent’s mind: ‘If my 

pet is happy, I am happy’. See them as real parents 

and their pets as real children. And last but not least: 

connect with them through social media. 

Desirée van der Hoeven
Communication & Event Manager

PETS International
desiree@pets.nl
globalpets.community
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Part of the family
Young urban couples and singles living in small 

spaces: all the reason for millennials to set their 

sight on small mammals. The fact this generation 

marries later – or not at all – and shows less 

interest in having children are also factors why 

these previously gateway pets for kids have become 

pampered ‘fur kids’. A status largely encouraged by 

the industry that initiated the humanisation trend, 

leading millennials’ love of their pets to a whole  

new level.

To millennials, rabbits, hamsters or gerbils are not 

‘just pets’: they are part of the family and nothing is 

too good for them! They are treated the same way 

as dogs or cats. Their pet parents want the best for 

Small mammals: from 
gateway pets to millennials’ 
pampered fur kids
Small mammals cannot escape the humanisation trend and are getting 

increasingly popular amongst millennials. 
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Marie-Sophie Germain
Journalist and author specialised in pets

ms.germain@yahoo.fr

them, such as premium organic food, design cages, 

comfortable nests or eco-friendly dust free bedding.

 

Moreover, millennials are much more open to new 

products than former generations. They tend to 

choose products that can make their lives easier and 

they have more money to spend. 

And let us not forget about the impact of thousands 

of likes that a photo of their cute guinea pig or rat 

can get on social media! Not only do millennials want 

the best for their fur babies, they also crave self-

gratification by proving it to everybody else. All these 

posts on social media and thousands of likes and 

shares, considerably increase brand awareness. 

 

The pet product industry has finally understood it 

is time to consider things differently, and tailor its 

marketing to these demographics, the new status of 

small mammals, and their online exposure.

Pet bunnies 
Take, for example, the rabbit: according to the 

Journal of Applied Animal Welfare Science, there are 

800,000 pet bunnies around the world that serve as 

fur kids in 2% of homes, making the rabbit the third 

most common pet behind dogs and cats.

When they were kids, baby boomers kept their 

bunnies in crowded outdoor hutches or 60 cm cages, 

where they spent their whole – and somehow short – 

life. Bunnies ate unsophisticated pellets, and nobody 

really cared about what these were made of. 

Nowadays, urban rabbits are free-ranging in their 

human parents’ condo. They are potty-trained and 

use a litter box filled with eco-friendly and dust free 

bedding. They eat premium grain free organic pellets, 

plenty of fresh greens right from the local market, and 

can choose from a very wide range of premium hay. 

Rabbitat
Their ‘rabbitat’ is enriched with special scratch 

pads, like the Hugro soft hemp mats. When they 

feel bored, they can play with toys specially made 

for their species, like the Teach ‘N Treat from Living 

World, lifting and pushing flaps in order to get 

rewards. And when it is time to sleep, they can relax 

in cosy fabric nests like the Trixie Cuddle Bed.

More than pampered
Smaller mammals are more than just pampered. 

Forget about ugly cages: small rodents’ habitats now 

have a slick look. 

Terrariums lost their unflattering metallic trim to 

get a nice wooden frame, like the Skyline Marrakesh 

or the Living World Green Eco Habitat terrariums. 

Even cages are more beautiful and matching human 

habitats trends, for example the new line of Nevo 

and Neo cages by Zolux, which replaced the usual 

metallic bars by transparent panels.

Each single species, from the dwarf Russian hamster 

to the Chilean degu, gets its tailored premium food. 

With even dry shampoos on the market for the tiniest 

of rodents, it is safe to say that times have changed. 

“Each single species, from the dwarf  
Russian hamster to the Chilean degu,  

gets its tailored premium food.”
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Advertorials

Farm Company italy

Stain proof innovation

Pet Award 2019 Winner, FermaQui bowls combine the hygiene of 
stainless steel bowls with the comfort of an antiskid mat. Made from 
odourless, non toxic, food safe, BPA free silicone, the special mat 
protects the floor from water and dirt stains and sticks firmly to the 
floor thanks to suction cup function. 
Available in a single and double version and in two colours:  
red and silver.

Farm Company Srl
info@farmcompany.it
farmcompany.it

Julius-K9 hungary

Long walk dog harness

Julius-K9 has recently introduced IDC®Longwalk dog harness, 
which includes the revolutionary Duo-Flex® joint-friendly system. 
The harness has been optimised for comfortable prolonged use 
and for taking dogs on long walks. The long walk dog harness has 
built-in elastic elements in three places, which, following the tiniest 
movements, come into action gradually. This has been named the 
Duo-Flex® micro-vibration absorbing system.

K9-Sport Ltd.
info@julius-k9.hu
julius-k9.com

KW Aquatic Supplies malaysia

Mango Cat & Dog Feeder

The Water Feeder MF-897 comes with a unique three tier flowing 
design and has a large capacity of 3 liter. The water shortage alert 
sensor is designed to automatically cut off power and the pump won’t 
get burned when water is below the minimum water level.  
Available in 3 colours: blue, green, pink.
• USB Water Pump • Carbon Cartridge
• Water level indicator • Water shortage sensor

KW Aquatic Supplies Sdn. Bhd.
selina.cai@kw-zone.com
kwzone.com

Lex&Max the netherlands

Stay of my throne!

This beautiful Lex&Max sofa in high quality black mixed cotton has a 
jeans-like look and is provided with the popular text ‘Keep Calm’ in 
the middle. All majestic dogs will rule their kingdom from this ‘throne’.

These new popular items in the Lex&Max® collection are available in 
two different sizes: 100x70x35cm and 115x75x35cm.

Lex&Max B.V.
info@lexenmax.nl 
lexenmax.com



Looking for...

Join our global network of 
20,000 pet industry connections

For more information visit 
globalpets.community/lookingfor

   The ‘Looking for...’ platform connects 
the international pet industry 

   Your gateway to new business 
partners worldwide

   Easy to manage, update and 
upgrade your profile at any time 

www.americanpetproducts.org

ORDER

NOW!

THE 2019-2020 APPA NATIONAL PET OWNERS SURVEY

APPAMEMBERSRECEIVEA FREECOPY

Consumer Insights. Market Intelligence.
Trusted. Objective. Actionable.

The APPA National Pet Owners Survey equips
you with powerful tools you need to make

important business decisions.  

• Learn about the current U.S. pet population, pet
owner demographics and their purchasing habits

• Pinpoint preferences on specific pet products
and services

• Discover which retail outlets are
the most favored and why

• Develop your marketing strategy

• And much more

For more information and to order a copy,
including the eBook version,

go to www.americanpetproducts.org/survey.

For questions, contact us at
memberservices@americanpetproducts.org

or 001.203-532-0000 ext. 520

As an international member,
the insights APPA provides
into the U.S. market have

been invaluable to our
strategy and planning. 

Stephen Turner
Group55

”

“

appa_pets_international_vert_101x273ad_npos_group55_2019_Layout 1  3/11/19  9:51 
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Traffic, smog and concrete
When we think of cities, we immediately think of 

heavy traffic, dense populations, smog and noise, 

houses being replaced by high-rise apartments, 

concrete, and frenetic activity.

Under these circumstances, we bring in pets as part 

of our day-to-day lives. According to the ‘Better 

Cities for Pets’ campaign, pets offer companionship 

and purpose, getting people outside socially and 

helping prevent depression and loneliness. In short, 

pets make cities happier and healthier places to live. 

And happier humans mean a more productive and 

effective workforce, alongside the additional services 

and products that pet ownership generates.

Welfare expectations
Modern animal welfare laws require appropriate 

nutrition and water, suitable shelter, a right to be free 

from disease and pain, and of course social contact and 

the right to behave normally according to that species. 

In a city, are these needs being taken into account?

Pets in the city – 
modern pet ownership
Pets make cities happier and healthier places to live. But are the needs 

of pets living in the city taken into account?
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Why should we encourage  
pet ownership in modern cities?
In London, dogs can travel on the Underground 

service for free. In Paris dogs are widely seen in 

restaurants and bars. It makes perfect sense for a 

business to allow pets to visit, since they bring along 

a generous human customer.

Pet care services and advice
Pet ownership goes hand in hand with a powerful 

demand. Veterinary care, grooming, dog walking 

and day care are all excellent support networks for 

the expanding market. In particular, having larger 

dogs in smaller apartments in countries such as 

China and India, means that these pets will need 

to be taken out to exercise freely. Lobbying local 

authorities for open spaces and parks around built 

up areas is essential. In China alone, it is forecasted 

that the pet care sector will grow by more than half, 

to 15.8 billion yuan ($2.6 / €2.3 billion) this year.

 

Furthermore, owners will need practical advice 

on smaller pets. Any breeder or pet shop that 

sells animals directly to consumers must be clear 

to advise new owners on all the needs of specific 

species and, of course, provide adequate product 

choices for the pet to settle in its new environment. 

Sellers should always feel confident that the pet is 

going to a suitable home and should not be afraid to 

refuse selling, if they feel the animal’s welfare is not 

considered.

What can go wrong?
Overcrowding and disposal of faeces and other pet 

waste can cause hygiene problems in cities, but 

responsible care can help. In Dubai it is reported 

that, due to the high number of expats leaving 

again, high numbers of dogs, cats and smaller 

animals are abandoned. There is limited shelter 

for these animals, but the city’s transience and 

overt consumerism is believed to be the cause of 

relinquishment, rather than lack of money.

Who cares?
Pets are part of the family. This should mean that 

they can never be dropped like the latest TV once it 

has lost its novelty. This attitude has been described 

by Mahin Bahrami of the Middle East Animal 

Foundation as ‘khalli walli’, an expression from the 

Gulf Arabic loosely meaning ‘Who cares?’

 

Further city issues are noise and damage, especially 

in rented accommodation where a barking dog 

or destructive kitten may upset landlords and 

neighbours. It begs the question, is a balcony 

enough space for a roaming animal such as a cat?

 
How can we work together  
with city pet owners?
As responsible suppliers, aiming to provide 

enrichment for pets can include selling toys and 

activity feeders, toileting facilities such as litter trays, 

and places to climb and hide for cats indoors. Since 

human trends lead pet industry trends, pet fitness, 

special nutrition, and even pet ‘workouts’ are among 

the latest innovations. 

Karen Wild
Dog trainer and pet behaviourist

info@pawprintpets.com
pawprintpets.com

“Sellers should always feel confident  
that the pet is going to a suitable home and 

should not be afraid to refuse selling.”
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Increasing production
While the global population growth rate is  

expected to fall from 1.1% to 0.9% by 2027,  

the world population still continues to grow by  

74 million people per year, according to OECD-FAO.  

As such, to meet a growing society’s ‘hunger’  

for meat and fish, production will continue to 

increase. 

Fish production will rise from 174 MT to 195 MT 

(metric tons), with an average growth of 1.1%. 

However, this growth comes with a heavy dependence 

on feed production prices needing to remain low in 

order to continue increasing production. 

Total global livestock production is expected to reach 

around 366 million tonnes by 2027. This includes 

‘fifth-quarter’ materials (skin, bone, hooves, blood, 

offal, et cetera), equivalent to up to 50% of livestock 

weight, which is unsuitable for human needs due to 

regulatory requirements. This ‘fifth-quarter’ however 

is an important raw material source in pet food.

Alternative  
proteins –  
does the pet  
food industry  
really need them?
With a growing world population will there be 

enough proteins to continue providing for pets?

Fish production MT/year

Source: OECD-FAO agricultural outlook
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david@sfi-ltd.com
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The fifth-quarter
One logical conclusion is that the global pet food 

industry has adequate fifth-quarter supplies to satisfy 

current and future demands for meat in both wet and 

dry pet food. However, the supply situation faces both 

internal and external pressures: 

Internal pressures 

• premiumisation 

• humanisation

• global pet food market development 

External pressures 

• sustainable nutrition

• climate change

• increasing consumer spending power and switch to 

meat-based proteins

• development of novel ‘added value’ products, for 

example bioactives

Uncertainty therefore exists in the future protein supply 

for pet food. Responsible pet food manufacturers need 

to be aware of the threat and look at the opportunities 

offered through sustainable, alternative proteins.

Alternative proteins 
A wide range of stakeholders, including R&D experts, 

consumers, investors and UN sustainability initiatives, 

are driving alternative protein development. Whilst 

diverse in nature – including plant based, algal, bacterial 

and cultured ‘lab meat’ – they share the common aim of 

optimising scarce resources like land and water.

While offering many potential advantages, such 

as sustainability, health and wellbeing benefits, 

alternative proteins do not appeal to all consumers 

and pet parents. For some consumers, particularly 

millennials and Generation Z (born in 1981 onwards), 

alternative proteins are interesting based on 

their curiosity to try new things and health and 

sustainability benefits. 

However, other consumer groups will be more 

difficult to persuade based on concerns around 

‘Frankenstein food’, food safety and acceptability 

grounds. There is potential for alternative proteins 

to face similar challenges to the launch of novel 

foods like sushi in the US in the 1960’s. Being based 

on ‘raw’ fish presented a major hurdle to sushi 

commercialisation because of consumer perceptions 

of food safety and acceptability.

Winning with alternative  
proteins in pet food
Although entomophagy (eating insects as food) is 

widespread, notably in South East Asia, academics 

still hesitate whether insects will be a worldwide 

solution due to consumer acceptance issues. 

However, they believe that the key to successful 

implementations of alternative proteins, like insects, 

is to focus on the nutritional benefits.

Insects for example deliver a similar nutrient 

profile to other protein sources in both human and 

animal diets. They therefore have the potential for 

successful adoption as a novel, alternative protein 

source to replace existing protein sources in pet food 

manufacturing. 

Sustainable manufacturing 
Through updated protein sourcing, manufacturers 

ensure the nutritional sustainability of pet food, 

enabling future generations to enjoy pets as companion 

animals. Further to this, the use of alternative proteins 

– like insects – opens opportunities for pet food 

manufacturers to demonstrate their commitment to 

sustainability and is therefore attractive for marketing 

and corporate social responsibility purposes. 



QRILL Pet is a 100% natural product made only from whole Antarctic krill. When 
developing this functional marine ingredient, we kept our focus on the needs of 
pets and pet food formulators. Aimed at keeping pets healthy, QRILL Pet delivers 
long-chain omega-3 fatty acids, marine proteins, choline and the antioxidant 
astaxanthin. The unique distinction of krill omega-3s is that they are mainly bound 
to phospholipids, for easy uptake into your pet’s body cells. Previous studies on 
active dogs have shown that QRILL Pet has positive effects on omega-3 levels, 
inflammation and muslce damage.

Read more on QRILLPET.COM

A PRODUCT OF 

A POWER INGREDIENT FOR SOME OF THE 

WORLD’S TOUGHEST DOG ATHLETES
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Pollotarians, flexitarians and vegans
Paul McCartney lends his voice to the ‘Meat 

Free Monday’ campaign, whereas ‘Pope Francis 

offered $1 million to go vegan for Lent’. The charity 

‘Veganuary’ invites people to try veganism for January. 

Pollotarians, pescatarians, flexitarians, vegetarians 

or vegans: Ethical, environmental or animal welfare 

reasons are leading people to try and abstain from 

consuming some or all meat. However, if people eat 

less meat, this can in turn mean less surplus from 

abattoirs for pet food production. 

Meat consumption grows
Annual statistics about the average Europeans’ meat 

consumption per capita show no reduction in people’s 

appetite for meat: In 2010, it was 63.3 kg of meat per 

annum, the forecast for 2020 stands at 65.7 kg. 

Looking beyond Europe, the growing middle-class 

populations in countries like China, India, Russia 

and African countries, means meat consumption will 

continue to grow with increased disposable incomes. 

Should the pet food industry therefore just relax and 

not worry about supply of animal protein sources 

and not look for alternatives? Short to medium term 

it is not an urgent worry, however in the long-term 

perhaps more. 

The global human population will grow to 10 billion 

in 2050, and land currently being used for agricultural 

feed will be used for human food. Long-term, there 

will be less meat and thus less by-products. 

Protein alternatives
Insect protein is a current hype. But there are 

limitations, not only due to the ‘yuck’ factor, but also 

because of the high energy consumption needed for 

heating insect cultures. 

‘Cultured meat’ hit the news in 2013, when the first 

€280,000 ($325,000) lab-grown beef burger was 

created. By 2021 large-scale production of cultured 

meat will take off and the price is expected to be 

one Euro per burger. The protein content is identical 

compared to ‘real’ beef, so potentially a great option 

for pet food producers. 

Algae protein has great potential as it grows ten 

times faster than terrestrial plants and absorbs CO
2
 

as an additional sustainability effect.

In Europe the first myco-protein (protein derived 

from fungi) was developed and is commercialised for 

human food, and Asia has long experience with soy-

based tofu or seitan from wheat gluten.

As the squeeze on resources and food availability 

continues, the pet food industry is committed to 

looking for solutions to minimise the environmental 

impact and create sustainable resources in the 

manufacturing of pet food. 

The future of  
pet food animal proteins
In the long term, supply of animal protein sources could become a 

problem for the pet food industry. What are the alternatives?
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Senior pets, a growing market 
As with humans, life expectancy of pets 

has been continuously increasing over 

the past years, to reach an average of 11 

years for dogs and 12 years for cats. The 

growing population of old pets represents 

huge potential. Pet parents want their 

animals to remain healthy as they age. 

Pet food and pet care players can seize the 

opportunity to offer products and services 

covering the evolving needs of ageing 

animals, thus ensuring pet owner loyalty 

to brands ‘from kennel to grave’.* 

Ageing and consequences 
Seven years is often considered the average 

starting age of the geriatric years for cats 

and dogs. The ageing process induces 

numerous metabolic and physiological 

changes. It is accompanied by various 

problems such as joint health issues, obesity, 

immune system deterioration, cognitive 

decline and diabetes. For pet parents, it is 

hard to see their furry friend in pain. They 

are actively looking for solutions that will 

allow pets to stay healthy while growing old 

so they can share more time together.

Fighting pet ageing with food: 
From tailored nutrition  
to early prevention

Pet parents want their dogs and cats to live a happy, healthy life, even as they enter 

old age. Early preventive nutrition using protective ingredients is an effective strategy 

to ensure healthy ageing of pets.
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Fighting ageing: better safe  
than sorry
The first strategy to deal with senior pet 

health issues includes the use of drugs or 

surgery. This curative approach is generally 

the last option once disease is established.

The second strategy consists of taking 

various preventive actions to avoid or 

delay age-related troubles. Amongst 

them, food appears to be an ideal 

proactive way to ensure pets healthy 

ageing. Indeed, the belief that healthy 

eating habits can positively impact 

lifespan, acknowledged in human 

medicine, is transferring to the pet care 

field and fuelling the development of 

senior products.

From tailored nutrition to 
protective ingredients
Life-stage based pet food is increasingly 

demanded by consumers. In the US, one 

pet owner out of seven is looking for senior 

formulation.** Current diets for senior 

cats and dogs are designed to respond to 

specific nutritional requirements of aged 

pets. Protein level, calories, vitamins and 

mineral content are carefully controlled 

to help avoid obesity, support the immune 

system and limit pain in ageing joints. 

Most senior formulas are enriched with 

essential nutrients such as omega-3.

Today, however, owners of old pets, 

increasingly informed about the benefits 

of prevention, expect life-stage products 

not only to be adapted to seniors, but also 

to limit the development of age-related 

disorders. Pet parents who trust the power 

of nature are particularly seeking natural 

ingredients or superfoods that already 

have proven preventive benefits in human 

health.

Natural protective molecules 
from plants
Many nutrients found in fruits or 

vegetables have properties that tackle 

the effects of ageing. Amongst the 

promising protective plant-based 

ingredients, those containing polyphenols 

are particularly interesting because 

they help to prevent cell oxidation and 

inflammation caused by ageing. At Vivae 

for instance, the latest anti-ageing 

solution for pets includes Curcuma which 

has remarkable antioxidant and anti-

inflammatory properties. Some berries 

also contain other polyphenols which, in 

addition to antioxidant properties, can 

have beneficial effects on cognition and 

memory. 

The earlier the better
Dietary prevention of ageing should 

start from birth. For maximum efficiency, 

the best approach is to introduce these 

protective ingredients as early as possible 

in a pet’s life. Ideally, they are added to 

foods or via treats and supplements at 

the early stages of life, including junior 

and adult. These strategies can help 

lead to improvements in health, keeping 

pets young at heart for a longer time 

and bringing happiness to their human 

parents. 

Sources

 *  Long-lived pets benefit from age-appropriate 

food - Mintel - June 2018

 **   National Pet Owners Survey - American Pet 

Products Association (APPA) - 2017-2018

Hélène Audic
Marketing Project Manager, 

Diana Pet Food 

haudic@diana-petfood.com
diana-petfood.com

Hervé Irdel
Vivae Director, 

Diana Pet Food

hirdel@diana-petfood.com
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Homemade meals
Complete home-cooking meal kits are readily 

available and projected to have 11 million regular 

customers by 2021 in the United States. Devices have 

entered the market, which will cook your pet’s meal in 

20 minutes while you cook your own dinner. Leftovers 

are even kept in the fridge next to your own.

Nutritional deficiencies
Aside from the health claims, preparing a home-

cooked meal for your pet can also just be really good 

fun. It contributes to the feeling of really caring for 

and looking after your companion. Unfortunately, a 

meal made with love does not guarantee a healthy 

diet, whether it is raw or cooked. A study at Ludwig-

Maximilians-University in Munich, Germany analysed 

95 raw pet food diets, of which 60% were found 

to have significant dietary imbalances. A study at 

UC Davis showed 95% of 200 home-food recipes 

(including raw and cooked) resulted in pet food 

lacking required levels of at least one essential 

nutrient, with more than 83% having multiple 

nutritional deficiencies. There are instances where 

animals have suffered severe health consequences, 

such as bone deformities, from a nutritionally 

unbalanced diet.

Pets are a part of the family and sometimes even referred to as ‘fur-babies’.  

The continuation of pet humanisation has expanded into a variety of trends, of which  

we discuss three here: homemade meals, raw diets and vegetarian products.

Humanised 
pet meal 
trends
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Raw diet
In line with giving pets a custom meal, like humans 

do for themselves, the trend of raw meat diets 

has also entered the scene. The rationale is that 

raw meals are more in line with the animals’ 

natural diet, where animals do not receive cooked, 

extruded or pelleted feed. However, there is lots of 

debate about contamination.

Contamination
Scientists are raising concerns about the raw diets 

available. The University of Utrecht analysed 35 

commercially available frozen raw pet foods for 

bacteria and parasites: 23% were contaminated 

with species of Escherichia coli, 54% with Listeria 

monocytogenes and 20% with Salmonella. Warm-

blooded animals carry these bacteria in their 

intestines, which risks meat being contaminated 

during the slaughtering process. The PFMA in 

the UK and FDA in the US have issued guidelines 

for consumers on handling raw food and raising 

awareness of the risks. Thorough cooking kills some 

harmful bacteria, which is where home-cooking 

your pet’s diet can address bacterial contamination.

Vegetarian and vegan diets
In contrast to the raw diet trend, there is the trend 

of feeding a vegetarian or vegan diet. Consumers 

are increasingly becoming more conscientious. The 

University of Sydney estimated in 2017 that pet 

food is responsible for 25-30% of the environmental 

impact of meat consumption regarding use of land, 

water, fossil fuel, phosphate, and biocides.  

 

One of the ways consumers are looking to reduce 

their pet’s carbon ‘pawprint’ is through feeding a 

vegetarian or vegan diet. YouthSight data shows 

those classed as ‘Millennials’ and ‘Generation Z’ 

are willing to spend up to 20% more on goods that 

meet their values and are more sustainable.

However, cats are true carnivores and some nutrients 

that are essential to them are only found in meat 

as a natural source. Taurine is a commonly quoted 

nutrient in this issue, although in the additive industry 

a synthetic source is available. The industry therefore 

has answers to wanting to create a non-meat diet, 

although this requires careful nutritional formulation.

Meeting nutritional needs 
The home-cooking and raw feeding trends seem to 

address the desire to feed just the healthy sources 

of nutrients and avoid the intimidating words listed 

on the back of pet food packaging. The hazard is for 

pet owners to serve their pet just a bit of raw meat 

from the store thinking that is their natural diet and 

therefore healthy. But natural is not equivalent to 

healthy and risk-free.

It is tempting to think the information accessible 

through the click of a button is all that is required, but 

consumers risk learning about product quality and 

raw material variability the hard way. Unless a diet is 

nutritionally balanced, pets can and will suffer. 

Supplements are available both to the industry and the 

consumer for mixing with raw materials or for addition 

within the bowl in order to meet the nutritional needs, 

while still enjoying the home-made diet. 

Alexandra Wesker
Pet Customer Technical Adviser

alexandra.wesker@trouwnutrition.com
trouwnutrition.com

“Millennials’ and ‘Generation Z’ are willing to 
spend up to 20% more on goods that meet their 

values and are more sustainable.”
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Coveris france

Sustainable pet food 
packaging

Coveris introduces recyclable 
mono-material packaging 
solutions MonoFlexE and 
MonoFlexP based on PE or PP.

These products protect your 
dry and semi-moist pet food or 
snacks. The 100% recyclable 
films meet all requirements of 
European packaging legislation 
on the way to 2025, without 
compromising current features, 
product shelf life or machine 
efficiency.

Coveris
petfood@coveris.com 
coveris.com

TECO italy

Open day was a great success!

2019 started with a great event at TECO. In January the cutting-
edge headquarters based in Ravenna, Italy, opened their doors to 
distributors from the four corners of the earth. During two amazing 
days, the welcome guests were able to visit the whole company from 
offices to production and R&D lab, appreciating the expertise of the 
staff and the advanced technology of the facility. 

TECO S.r.l.
info@tecoonline.com
tecoonline.com
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Alternative solution
The main driver of sales in the pet industry is 

pet food. However, with fierce competition for 

ingredients from the growing human sector, which 

requires the same nutrients, there is a need to find an 

alternative protein source. This has led to introducing 

protein dense insects into the feed market.

 

Offering higher levels of proteins and with minimal 

impact on the environment, insects are the solution 

to the pet food industry’s challenge.

 

A thriving European market
Today, Europe is home to some of the fastest growing 

insect farms in the world. One theory about Europe’s 

success is that after the BSE crisis – mad cow disease – 

Europe was quick to make swift changes (the feed band) 

that prohibited the use of animal derived proteins for 

farmed feed, unless an explicit exception was made. 

However, the EU did eventually make compensations 

and uplifted the ban partially allowing certain 

insects in specific feeds. This led to the continuation 

and growth of insect farming in Europe.  

 

Opposed to the insect farming in the rest of the 

world, where regulations on using animal proteins in 

feed are much lighter, and as such these farms face 

tougher competition entering the feed market than 

their European counterparts. 

The International Platform of Insects for Food 

and Feed (Ipiff) has reported that their 50 insect 

farm members, mainly European based, produce 

more than 6,000 tons of insects. These results have 

enabled farms to approach investors and raise 

around $480 million (€424 million) in funding to date, 

according to the AgFunders Agrifood report (2018).

Investments
Whilst investors are antsy when it comes to investing 

in insect production for human food, pet food 

manufacturers have been able to showcase the 

value of the sustainable, cost effective and nutritious 

insect industry – and thus have gained a modest 

amount of investment.

 

The rat race for funding in the insect sector all 

started when AgriProtein was able to raise $105 

million (€93 million) in equity. The UK/ South Africa 

startup raises black soldier flies and with the funding 

has been able to create the next generation of 

farms.

Europe, the home 
of insect farms

The number of insect farms in Europe 

has grown significantly. Who are the top 

funded European insect farms?



Highest funded European insect farms
Analysing the insect-based farming investment 

environment, Nanalyze, an investor forum, condensed a 

list of the top funded European insect farms from 2017:

 

Protix – The Netherlands
For the past 10 years Protix has farmed top quality 

insects for the chicken, aquaculture and pet industry. 

In 2017, they raised the bar for funding with $50.5 

million (€45 million). The new funded factory will be 

opening later this month and will be 10 times bigger. 

They also have their eyes on expansion abroad.

Ynsect – France
In February 2019, the French mealworm farmer 

raised $125 million (€110 million), which allowed 

them to build the largest insect farm in France, with a 

production capacity of 20 tons per year.

 

Entocycle – UK
Entocycle has been able to raise $2.4 million (€2.1 

million) to enhance their streamlined approach of 

automation combined with Artificial Intelligence and 

machine learning. It is also sustainably raising insects 

on pre-consumer food waste, like leftover malt from 

breweries and used grounds from coffee roasters.

Innova Feed – France
Raising an estimated $63 million (€56 million) 

InnovaFeed uses black soldier flies to create protein 

powder, oil, and fertiliser. 

Corine Van Winden
CEO, PETS International

corine@pets.nl
globalpets.community

Brittany Emery
Marketing and Communications Executive,  

PETS International

brittany@pets.nl
globalpets.community
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Healthy with great taste
Consumers desire new foods, snacks, and dining 

experiences with great taste. However, they also 

expect long-term health benefits from what they eat 

directly or through the addition of supplements.

Pet owners have similar expectations for their pets’ 

foods and treats. As consumers became more aware 

of their own health, foods for their pets must adapt 

too. There are growing expectations that nothing 

is missing, foods must lead to long-term health and 

their pets must love every mouthful.

Foods for every health disorder
Today’s consumers desire meals that will target 

every potential pet problem. Skin issues, bad breath, 

allergies, sensitive stomachs, dental conditions, 

kidney disease, heart disease, stone dissolution, 

weight management, and dilated cardiomyopathy 

(DCM) prevention and even brain health. This led the 

industry to change from simple products that target 

adult maintenance and foods for all-life stages, to an 

improved high energy, concentrated, premium, super-

premium, specially fortified and weight management 

product focus.

Niche pet food market
As a result, pet food companies have begun to market 

to the niches. One niche focussed on consumers 

that were convinced raw foods are the best because 

processing destroys nutrients and enzymes. Another 

added special kibbles or freeze-dried pieces. Today, 

hundreds of supplements and toppers are being 

launched to add more to the food and provide key 

nutritionals.

One scare is that supplements with limited data can 

speak to the health fears of consumers. For example, 

after a recent industry show (US), we counted over 

seventy new products with hemp or CBD conjuring 

many unproven health remedies not supported by 

scientific data.

Areas for growth
While there are hundreds of products in worldwide 

pet markets, we still see a number of potential areas 

where pet food products will continue to arise, 

including:

• designer pet foods

• clean labelled pet foods

• sustainable pet foods 

The next  
pet food?  

A look  
back and 
forward
Consumers have increasingly high 

expectations – for their own food 

and the food of their pets.



• keto diet-focused pet foods

• human-grade pet foods

• pet foods with new protein sources (insects, 

microbial, algal, lab-grown)

• regional pet foods

• made-at-home pet foods

• calorically-control pet foods

• higher digestibility pet foods

• disease-prevention pet foods

What’s next?
Nutritional messages have always been difficult 

to explain to consumers. That is why it is so easy 

to demonise ingredients to create product appeal. 

But, the connection to consumers is getting more 

elongated. 

Consumers used to visit pet fairs and local pet shows 

often. Today, an escalating number of consumers 

purchase their foods online. This makes the 

communication to the consumer more distant and 

the potential of creating new foods more difficult. 

Pet owning consumers are continuing to escalate 

worldwide and they will always look for the new, 

healthy, nutritious regime of food products. So, 

what’s next?

Will the consumer expect all genetically, predisposed 

health disorders be limited or prevented by what is 

in their pet’s foods and treats? What responsibilities 

does the pet owner have to keep their pets trim and 

fit? Whose responsibility is it to ensure a food regime 

that is balanced and well-fortified in connection with 

treats, chews, et cetera? 

Dr. George Collings 
gcollings@cnutritionsolutions.com
cnutritionsolutions.com
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AFB is in the solutions business.
Our experts around the globe provide 

resources beyond palatants.  Whether it’s 
our state of the art pilot facility for product 
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logistics support, quality assurance and 

more – AFB has the solution. Learn more at 
afbinternational.com
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Golden Eagle united kingdom

Golden Eagle Holistic Health

Unique Nutrigenomic complete food for dogs. Does not contain any 
harmful impurities. The Golden Eagle range of pet food contains:
• Prebiotics (FOS and MOS)
• Probiotics (Yoghurt type bacteria)
• Multi-, single protein and grainfree diets
• High quality European raw materials 

NO E-numbers!
 
Golden Eagle Petfoods LTD
info@goldeneaglepetfoods.com
goldeneaglepetfoods.com  Looking for importers

PetSafe Brand united kingdom

Innovative training

PetSafe® Brand has launched its new PetSafe® Spray Bark Collar 
which helps make the world a quieter place for dog owners. The 
rechargeable, water-resistant device’s advanced technology identifies 
a dog’s barking and distinguishes it from other noises, so there are no 
accidental sprays. The barking triggers a sensor which emits a light 
citronella or unscented spray which distracts the pet and interrupts 
their unwanted behaviour.

Radio Systems PetSafe Europe Ltd 
intlemea@petsafe.net 
petsafe.com

®
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Invest and innovate
Premixes are a critical component in pet 

food manufacture and assure quality 

nutrition is delivered to pets. Premix 

companies must therefore invest and 

innovate to ensure the highest standards 

of nutrition are maintained for pets. 

Increase in quality
Pets play an important and prominent 

role in the lives of pet owners and 

their families. As a consequence, pet 

parents seek out products and brands 

that they connect with emotionally and 

intellectually to provide the very best 

nutrition that they can afford for their 

pet. The pet food market offers an ever 

increasingly broad range of choice for pet 

parents in a growing number of distinct 

segments – though the market is rightly 

dominated by nutritionally complete 

foods. As knowledge grows, the nutritional 

quality of pet foods has been consistently 

improving across all segments of the 

market. 

A number of key market trends affect 

the nutritional thinking that should be 

applied when designing foods for pets. 

For example, paleo/high meat diets and 

novel ingredients, including novel proteins 

like insects. Pet food manufacturers 

are constantly looking to innovate, and 

Premier Nutrition plays an important role 

in this process for many of its customers.  

The scientific approach 
The highly qualified team of pet 

nutritionists at Premier Nutrition has 

a wealth of experience in the pet food 

industry across all product formats: 

complete and complementary foods as 

well as snacks and treats. The company 

helps their customers develop market 

leading pet foods. Expert nutritional 

advice is just one part of the service they 

provide to their customers. They partner 

with customers’ own technical teams 

to ensure optimal nutritional solutions 

are brought to market. Prominent and 

leading roles within the industry allow the 

nutritionists at the company to continually 

assess new nutritional sciences, market 

trends, hot topics and nutritional 

developments globally – and interpret all 

this information for their customers.  

Continuous development
The company is part of a large food plc 

and this drives class-leading food industry 

innovations and thinking into premix 

products for pet foods. The company 

recently invested over £13 million (€15 

million/ $17 million) in new tumble mix 

production facilities and continues to 

evolve and invest in class leading facilities, 

processes and procedures. The teams 

continuously challenge themselves to 

ensure the highest standards of food 

safety are maintained and boundaries 

extended. From the application of NIR 

technologies to supply chain management, 

Premier Nutrition is able to support the 

growing and changing needs of pet food 

manufacturers around the world. 

Premixes – Assuring 
quality nutrition

Nutritional sciences are continuously advancing and improving our understanding  

of how to better support the health and wellbeing of our pets. 

Dr Andrew Miller
Pet nutritionist 

andrew.miller@premiernutrition.co.uk
premiernutrition.co.uk
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Pet humanisation trends drive continued 
growth
The global pet food market grew by 6% in 2018 – its 

strongest performance in a decade. Pet food continues 

to stand out amongst consumer packaged goods (CPG) 

industries for its strong consistent growth. Since 2005, 

the global industry has grown 92% and has not posted 

growth of less than 4% in any year. 

Pet humanisation trends are the driving engine 

behind this growth. As owners increasingly view  

their companions as a family member, they are 

willing to spend more on premium, high-quality.  

This ‘premiumisation’ trend is evident in rising 

average prices. Despite dollar growth of 6% in 

2018, global volume sales grew less than 3%. At the 

same time, premium dog and cat food was again 

the fastest-growing price tier in the industry, rising 

nearly 7% in 2018. 

Emerging markets propel the industry
Emerging markets have become a key contributor 

to global growth. In 2018, Asia, Latin America, 

Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa were the 

fastest-growing regions in pet food, posting dollar 

growth of 13%, 12%, 9% and 8%, respectively. As 

The state of 
global pet food: 
reaching new 
heights

How can business reach the next 

pet food consumer? Learn about 

emerging markets and customer 

centric product offerings that are 

driving pet food sales. 
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economic growth creates a new base of middle-class 

consumers in countries like China, India, Indonesia, 

Brazil, Vietnam and Mexico, many are becoming 

first-time pet owners or are buying commercial pet 

food for the first time (in place of table scraps). 

As a result, emerging markets are enjoying robust 

pet population growth. Dog and cat populations are 

advancing by mid-single or even double-digit rates 

in many Asian, Latin American and Middle Eastern 

countries. This is contributing to healthy pet food 

volume growth in these markets. This trend stands in 

stark contrast to developed markets where stagnant 

pet populations and shrinking breed sizes have led to 

flat volume growth for years. In fact, Asia and Latin 

America accounted for nearly two-thirds of absolute 

volume growth in dog and cat food in 2018.

Meat in focus
2018 pet food innovation was centred around meat. 

Manufacturers relied 

upon the content, 

sourcing, and processing 

of meat claims to drive 

premium-led growth.

Wild diet foods that draw 

parallels between pets 

and their wild ancestors 

(that is: wolves) continued 

to gain traction.  As this 

trend evolves, a ‘meat-

first’ claim is no longer 

enough. Brands are now 

listing meat content as a 

percentage of total ingredients as a key selling point. 

Mars, for instance, brought Nutro Wild Frontier to 

Germany (2018). The brand claims that 90% of its 

content comes from animal proteins in large font, 

directly beneath imagery of wild animals. 

Locally-sourced meat is also a focus area. Consumers 

tend to trust locally-sourced products and are willing 

to pay a premium for them. In Finland, local sourcing 

is a primary selling point for Eläinruokatehdas 

Lemmikki Oy. Their new brand Oscar became the 

market’s only domestically-made dry cat food 

in 2018. Products that utilise locally-relevant 

ingredients like yak milk treats in India (Khanal 

Foods) and shark cartilage treats in Australia (Next 

Generation Pet Food) are part of this trend.

Meat processing is another important component 

of innovation, particularly in the form of raw food. 

Biologically Appropriate Raw Food (BARF) diets 

gained traction globally in 2018, with products in 

dehydrated, frozen or freeze-dried formats. Raw 

foods have exploded in popularity within developed 

markets like the US, but these are making headway 

in emerging markets as well. Companies like Gambol 

Pet Group (China), Bleiz Canine Nutrition (Mexico), 

Peluditos BARF (Colombia), Patagon Raw (Chile), 

Carna4 (Hong Kong) and Bone and Raw Group 

(Thailand) have grown by innovating with BARF diets 

in emerging markets. 

A bright outlook
Moving forward, the industry outlook remains bright. 

Innovation in premium food remains strong on many 

fronts, while emerging markets offer tremendous 

potential. For this reason, Euromonitor projects 

strong continued growth in global pet food, with 

a compound annual growth rate of nearly 5% in 

constant dollar terms between 2018 and 2024. 

Jared Koerten
Head of Pet Care Research at  

Euromonitor International

jared.koerten@euromonitor.com
euromonitor.com
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Fashionable pets
Pets and fashion, two words that only ten years ago 

were not affiliated with each other. As millennials  

are taking centre stage on the world's consumer 

market the fashion industry is heavily shifting.  

What can we learn from this changing industry? 

What future demands can be foreseen, in order to 

serve consumers the best we can? 

Let’s have a look at two trends that have significantly 

impacted the fashion industry and, more importantly, 

how these could impact the pet industry in future.

End of ownership
In every industry, ‘end of ownership’ is a trend that 

is being embraced by millennials. Ride sharing apps, 

private car lease, Airbnb, Spotify and Netflix are just 

some of the examples to show that ownership is no 

longer necessary to create meaningful relationships 

with consumers.

The fashion industry is featuring a similar trend. 

According to a McKinsey (2019 fashion) report: 

‘The average person today buys 60 percent more 

items of clothing than they did 15 years ago. But keeps 

clothing for only half as long as they used to.’ After 

usage, more and more of these clothes are given to – 

now widely accepted – thrift shops and other concepts 

that give clothing and accessories a second life. An 

increased understanding of limited resources, a fast-

growing awareness on textile waste and, last but not 

least, the downfall of the economy in 2008 have led to 

an influx of reused textile all over the world. 

Could all this mean that in the pet industry we 

could also see an increase in sales of second hand 

leashes and pet toys? Maybe, but it will definitely 

lead to durable products made from sustainably 

sourced textile for the eco conscious millennials. The 

development also paves the way for the renewal, 

repair, rental and buy back of pet products.

Future insights  
in the pet  
industry

Two trends – the end of 

ownership and omnichannel – 

have significantly impacted 

the fashion industry.  

Will they impact the pet 

industry as well?
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Omnichannel
The rise of e-commerce has increased the need for 

brands and retailers to develop their omnichannel 

strategies. In the past few years, digital has been 

‘the only way to go’ and major retailers in the fashion 

industry are now increasingly combining their online 

marketing tools and features with physical stores, in 

order to create a true brand experience. 

Many brands are investing heavily in the creation 

of digital innovation with a high ‘share factor’ on 

social media. A great example of this is Wanna Kicks’ 

augmented reality app, in which you can select any 

shoe you like and see in real-time what the shoe looks 

like when you wear it. Big and small brands take the 

opportunity to use Facebook and Instagram as direct 

sales channels and can now grow explosively, while 

keeping the cost of sales low. 

In order to make omnichannel marketing work 

properly, successful brands make sure that existing 

software and platform services are interlinked. 

That means, linking the different communication 

channels together, from payment system to machine 

learning algorithms, from website, mobile app, voice 

technology to social media and more. When all 

touchpoints in the customer journey are mapped, 

it is only a matter of time before data scientists can 

predict future shopping behaviour of target audience 

persona’s – or even individual customers. 

The future is here
‘Mobile Point of Sales’ (mPOS) and Beacon 

technology will play a significant role in the 

near future. Based on online search behaviour of 

customers, the in-store experience will change and 

customer offers and loyalty incentives will soon be 

much more personalised. The concept is illustrated 

in the Hollywood hit ‘Minority Report’ (2002), where 

Tom Cruise, the main character, is walking through 

a mall and is targeted with personal offers based 

on eye-recognition technology. This may seem 

farfetched, but the future is here and this technology 

is already being implemented by major retailers like 

Urban Outfitters. 

Watch and learn...
Today’s pet industry has the opportunity to watch 

and learn from fashion industry successes and 

failures. Based on headlining trends like end of 

ownership and the omnichannel approach, there 

is an opportunity for pet businesses to align their 

strategies and make sure they think about how to 

engage with customers, both online and offline. 

Also, there is opportunity in developing products 

that do not contribute to global waste. Combining 

these trends, the pet industry can create future proof 

businesses. 

Benjamin de Niet
Marketing & Communication Executive,  

PETS International

benjamin@pets.nl
globalpets.community

“Many brands are investing heavily in 
the creation of digital innovation with a high 

‘share factor’ on social media.”
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Calendar of events

Contact us

SuperZoo
20 to 22 August 2019

Mandalay Bay, Las Vegas, United States 

 superzoo.org

Pet Fair Asia 2019
21 to 25 August 2019

Shanghai New International Expo Centre

Shanghai, China

 petfairasia.com

PET South America
21 to 23 August 2019

São Paulo Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  

São Paulo, Brazil 

 petsa.com.br/en

India International Pet Trade Fair 2019
24 to 25 August 2019

Pragati Maidan, Hall 7 

New Delhi, India

 iiptf.com

Pets at Glee
10 to 12 September 2019

NEC Birmingham, Birmingham, United Kingdom

 gleebirmingham.com

ParkZoo
18 to 20 September 2019

Sokolniki Exhibition and Covention Centre

Moscow, Russia

 parkzoo.ru/en

PETZOO Türkiye 2019
31 October to 3 November 2019

Istanbul Expo Center

Istanbul, Turkey

 petfuari.com

CIPS 2019
20 to 23 November 2019

National Exhibition and Convention Center, 

Shanghai, China

 en.cipscom.com

Austria, Belgium, Germany, 
Hungary, Netherlands, Portugal, 
Scandinavia, Spain, Switzerland
Miguel Mendes de León,  

Agri Cross Media

+31-6-81543366

miguel@agricrossmedia.com

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Peru 
Natalia Coelho de Miranda

Top.Co. Comunicação

+55-1932318236

nataliamiranda47@gmail.com

China, Hongkong, Macao, Taiwan 
Meadow Zhang 

+86-10-88102269

zhanghj@chgie.com

France, Monaco 
Alain Girardet, g i r e x agencies  

+33-6-0828-1482 

girardet.alain@wanadoo.fr

Greece, Bulgaria, Cyprus  
Vassilis Goulielmos,  

Welldone Ltd. 

+30-210-7794529

info@welldone.com.gr

Italy, Malta, San Marino 

Rita Buffagni & Lavinia Fressura, 

Mediatic

+39-0522-383620

media@mediatic.it

Japan 

Anthony Yamashita,  

PETS M&C

+81-736-36-5526 

anthony@pets-mnc.com

Poland 

Mateusz Karatysz,  

Media Experts sp. z.o.o.

+48-61-820-41-75

mateusz.karatysz@rynekzoologiczny.pl

Russia 

Yulia Dolzhenkova,  

Zooinform

+7-4903-6132812 | +357-9648-5560

us@zooinform.ru

South Korea 

Hayen Jung, 

AT Bio Ltd.

+82-31-5341663

atpetfood@hotmail.com

Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan 
Sanjana Wasala

+94-7736998991

drwasala@gmail.com

Turkey
Cengiz Gümüş

+90-212-321-10-02

cengiz@ulusalfair.com

United Kingdom, Ireland  
Andrew O’Kelly, KOA Media Limited

+44-1252-843431 

andrew.okelly@koamedia.co.uk

Ukraine 

Sergii Kondrat, 

Vet Zoo Profy

+38-044-592-2167

sergy@vetzoo.in.ua

United States, Canada  
Glenn Karaban,  

Karaban Media Services, Inc.

+1-212-840-0660

gkaraban@karabanmedia.com

Rest of the world
PETS International &  

GlobalPETS Community head office

+31-33-422-58-33
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Operating from our ISO22000:2005 accredited premix plant, Trouw 

Nutrition is acknowledged worldwide as the industry’s gold standard 

leader. Our unrivalled knowledge and expertise, supported by our 

unique Nutrace® food safety and traceability system, make us your 

only choice of expert partner in developing and delivering nutritional 

solutions tailored to your specific requirements. 

Global leader in 
pet premix

World-beating food safety and peace of mind for your brand. 

Contact Katarzyna Świrkowicz or Roderick Prince on: +44 (0)1335 341121 or visit trouwnutrition.co.uk/globalleader 




